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CR 2.0 to ATZ Weapons Upgrade Agile: When the figure is “fast moving” he Mugsey hugged the wall tighter as the does not suffer any penalty when firing. In Submachine gun ripped the brick and mortar around effect a score of 8 would ignore the fast him. He popped up and fired his own “gat”. Bam! movement penalty. All he got for his trouble was Bam, Bam, Bam back! Ambidextrous: When the figure fires with “Baby Face, how come dat G-Man can shoot two weapons he does not suffer any so good? We got da same “heat” but he shoots like penalty. hell!” “That’s ‘cuz he’s using dat ATZ weapons Boss: All the figures on his side within 6” upgrade!” will add 1D6 when taking any Received “Well, how can I get some!?” Fire, Charging, or Being Charged Reaction Those were Mugsey’s last words… Test. However, if the Boss fails Reaction and suffers a result of Runaway then all those within 12” of him will do so as well. Brawler: Adds 1D6 when in melee but can still only count the best two. Clumsy: If when rolling for “fast moving” and a “1” is scored he will move 1D6” instead and fall forward prone. He may not get up until active. Crack shot: Add 1D6 when firing to hit and may choose the best score. Example – Using a rifle would roll 2D6 instead of 1D6. Mugsey got his now you can get yours. ATZ weapons upgrade that is. CR 2.0 and ATZ are similar in mechanics. ATZ has more oomph to the weapons. It also uses Attributes that will define your characters easier than the Skills set used in CR 2.0 So to level the playing field I’ve decided to give away this “upgrade” doc that will make CR 2.0 play smoother and more like ATZ. This won’t make it ATZ. ATZ has much more genre specific information about fighting Zombies in an undead world but it will make the weapon systems the same. That and a few other “tweaks” to get CR 2.0 up to speed. Feel free to use all, some, or none of the following ATZ components with CR 2.0. Any questions feel free to ask them on the THW Yahoo Group at http://games.groups.yahoo.com/group/twohourwarga mes/ Just play the game! Ed 7/6/2005



ATTRIBUTES ATZ uses “Attributes” to further define different characters. At the start of the campaign each “Star” is allowed one Attribute chosen from the lists below. Each time the “Star” increases in Rep by one he is allowed to choose another Attribute. When a “Grunt” raises a level in Rep then they are allowed to draw a card as if generating a new character and add this Attribute.



Drunkard (or Druggie): Throw 1D6 at start of every Encounter. If the score is higher than the figures Rep then re-roll 1D6 and consult the table below: 1. Wildman: Behave as if have Psycho Attribute. 2. Staggering drunk: -1D6” from each normal move and -2D6” from each fast move. 3. Dumbass drunk: Behave as if a Dumbass. 4. Dead drunk: Roll 1D6 for each Activation. If exceed Rep then fall over and pass out, out of fight. 5. Nauseous: Count “fast movement” penalty when firing and one less D6 in melee. 6. Nerves of Steel: Perform as if has Nerves of Steel attribute. Dumbass: Roll 1D6 each turn and compare to table below. • 1,2 = Does nothing. • 3 = Continue doing whatever he did last turn. • 4, 5, 6 = May behave as desired. Hard as nails: Treat first Obviously Dead result as a Knock Down instead. Knifeman: Will add 1D6 in melee but only if armed with a knife. May count only the best two scores. When throwing knife (range of



CR 2.0 to ATZ Weapons Upgrade 4”) may roll 2D6 to Hit and choose the best any or all dice may be applied to one or more score. figures. Also defines the “spread” of the weapon. Example – A submachine gun with Target of 3 Medic: Functions as a medic adding 1D6 may fire at up to three targets in a three-inch when checking figures for damage. width. Each die rolled can be referred to as a “shot”. Nerves of steel: Not subject to Duck Back. • Impact – The relative damage a hit from the Fears no one weapon will do. The higher the Impact the more deadly the weapon. Also the distance in inches a Poser: Will roll only 1D6 when taking a target will be knocked backward each time hit Received Fire test. with the weapon. When he reaches that spot the figure is laid down on the ground. Example – A Psycho: Must fast move (towards an figure is hit twice with an Impact 2 weapon. He is appropriate enemy) and fire every turn if he knocked back 4” from where he was hit. can, moving the full distance until he makes contact. Opponents he is moving towards PRIMITIVE WEAPONS suffer Fear. He is also Hard as nails and Bow – This category includes all bow and has Nerves of Steel arrow weapons. The effective range of the bow is 18” and has a Target Rating of 1. A shot arrow has Runt: Counts 1 Rep lower in melee. an Impact of 1. Bows do not attract Zombies when fired, as they are completely silent. Sidewalk Demon: When shooting may Crossbow – These weapons come in either double the “spread” of the weapon. When in pistol size or rifle size. The smaller version would fire melee does not receive penalty for fighting only 12” while the larger can reach out to 18” the first additional opponent more than one effectively. Both have a Target Rating of 1 and an opponent. Fears no one. Impact of 2. Like the bow, a fired crossbow doesn’t attract Zombies. Slow: Subtract 1/2D6” each time move. Hand Thrown Weapons – These would include axes, knives, etc. they are limited to a range Stone Cold: See Reaction Test section for of 4” with a Target Rating of 1. Impact is a generous specifics. 1 as well. Transporter: May never count worse than pass 1D6 on the Lose Control Table when driving a vehicle Terrifying: Causes Fear in everyone except those with certain Attributes as outlined above. When a character FEARS an opponent: • He subtracts 1D6 when in melee with the opponent. • He always counts “fast moving” penalty when firing at the Feared. • He rolls only 1D6 if taking Being Charged or Attempting to Charge tests against this opponent. Wuss: Will only roll 1D6 if trying to Rally, Charge, or Being Charged.



WEAPONS • •



•



Type – What they are Range – The range listed for every weapon is its “effective range” or the range that the firer is deemed to have a “reasonable chance” of hitting the target. Targets –In effect, the maximum number of D6 allowed when fired by the character. Each die has the potential to do damage to a target and



HAND-TO-HAND WEAPONS One Hand Bludgeoning Weapons – This is any blunt item that can be used as a weapon and swung with one hand. An example would be a baton. These weapons are only used in hand-to-hand combat and have an Impact of 1. These weapons also provide the user with a Melee Modifier of –1 to the enemy when in combat. One Hand Edged Weapons – This is any sharp edged weapon and used with one hand. An example would be a machete. These weapons are only used in hand-to-hand combat and have an Impact of 2. These weapons also provide the user with a Melee Modifier of –2 to the enemy when in combat. Two handed bludgeoning weapons such as a baseball bat also fall into this category. Chain Saw – What would a Zombie game be without a chainsaw? Swung with two hands these weapons are only used in hand-to-hand combat and have an Impact of 3. These weapons also provide the user with a Melee Modifier of –3 to the enemy when in combat. However, there are two major drawbacks to chainsaws. • Each time a “1” is rolled when dicing during melee the chainsaw has stalled and takes one turn to restart. If two “1”s are rolled it is out of gas for the rest of the scenario. Example – Jim Bob Joe charges into combat with his trusty chainsaw. He rolls 2D6 for melee and scores a 4 and a 1. The chainsaw



CR 2.0 to ATZ Weapons Upgrade the clips. When all four clips are out the weapon may functions during this round of combat and not be fired. Players may swap ammo among figures deals out damage but it then has stalled and with the same type of weapons. must be restarted when Jim Bob Joe Weapons may be reloaded when the player becomes Active. is Active or if the activation dice are “doubles.” • The second drawback is each turn the chain saw is running it will count as if 6 shots have been fired for attracting Zombies. These are SHOOTING A WEAPON diced from the first location of the user and To score a hit, first declare who the attacker not the ending location. is and who the target is. • Roll 1 to 6D6 depending upon the Target Rating ATZ WEAPONS TABLE of the weapon and add them individually to the Weapon Range Target Impact firer’s Reputation. Compare this total to the Ranged Combat To Hit Table. There is no need One hand bludgeon x 1 1 to check any modifiers prior to rolling as the One hand edged x 1 2 modifiers are already built into the hit table. Chain Saw x 1 3 • Find the total for each on the appropriate line on Hand Thrown Weapons 4 1 1 the table to see if a hit is scored. Bow 18 1 1 ARC OF FIRE Crossbow 12/18 1 2 Each weapon has an Arc of Fire equal to 1” Pistol 12 2 1 for each point of Target Rating. The Target rating is also the maximum number of targets allowed to be hit BA Pistol 12 2 2 at once. Example – LMG has Target Rating of 6 so it Shotgun 12 2/3 2 has an Arc of Fire of 6” and up to 6 figures could be Carbine 24 2 1 hit. Measuring from the closest figure to the firer and up to 6” from the initial target, up to five additional Submachine Gun 24 3 1 figures could be hit. Rifle (w/scope) 48/60 1 2 SA Rifle (w/scope) 48/60 2 2 Ranged Combat To Hit Table Machine Pistol 12 3 1 (1D6 + Rep) # BA Machine Pistol 12 3 2 Results Assault Rifle 48 3 2 3 to 7 Miss! Fire – Spread or Douse
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O-RATING: THE OUTGUNNED “FOOD CHAIN” All weapons are given an Outgun Rating or O-Rating. • OR 3 = LMG. • OR 2 = AR, MP, BAMP, and SMG • OR 1 = other weapons not listed. Outgunning comes into play in the following manner. OUTGUNNED Outgunned is done by comparing the weapon firing to the weapon of the target figures. If the firing weapon has a higher O-Rating than the targets weapon then the target must Duck Back. TIGHT AMMO Ammo in ATZ for most weapons is handled as follows. Each weapon is assumed to have four “clips” at the start of each scenario. One is assumed to be in the weapon allowing it to fire while there are three spare ones on the figure. Whenever a figure fires a weapon (rolls 1D6 on the Ranged To Hit Table) count up the number of “1”s rolled. If two or more are rolled the weapon has fired the last of its ammo in the clip and the weapon may not be fired again until it reloaded. Reloading eliminates one of
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Target protected, in cover or prone, either side fast moving, firing two weapons or “primitive weapon”, second or higher target count Miss, all others Hit! Target in cover, or third or higher target count Miss, all others Hit! All Hit!



*When firing two weapons the maximum combined Impact Ratings of the weapons cannot exceed 2.



OBVIOUSLY DEAD Anytime a figure is hit in melee there is a chance that he is “obviously dead” (OD). This is determined by rolling 1D6 versus the Impact Rating of the weapon used in melee. If the score is equal or less than the Impact, he is said to be obviously dead…dead, dead. If the score exceeds the Impact then roll on the following Damage Table. Be sure to check for each hit scored in the melee. Example – Jim Bob Joe is hit by 2 rounds of an Assault Rifle with an Impact of 2. The shooter rolls 1D6 for each hit and scores a 3 and a 5. Jim Bob Joe is not OD but must now roll on the Damage Table at his Rep (4) – the Impact (2).



CR 2.0 to ATZ Weapons Upgrade



“OUT OF THE FIGHT” Figures that are down and out of the fight from a result of shooting or close combat, may be stunned, wounded, or dead. The player will not know what the status of the casualty is, unless he has had at least one (1) of his figure(s) spend one (1) entire turn with the casualty making a determination as to the casualty's status. This does not mean one (1) turn carrying or dragging the casualty to a place of safety either! This means spending an entire stationary turn with the casualty conducting an examination and /or treating injuries. When checking a figure roll 2D6 versus the figure’s Rep. Subtract 1 from the figure’s Rep for each wound. Additional dice may be rolled due to any of the following but only count the best score rolled: • +1D6 if checker is a medic (short for medical trained personnel) • +1D6 if target was protected Compare the dice to the table below counting whether the die roll passed (rolled modified Rep or less) or failed. “HOW BAD IS IT DOC?” TABLE -1 from the figure’s Rep for each wound. +1D6 if checker is a medic +1D6 if target was protected Pass 2D6 • The casualty is stunned, or just "winded", recovers, and rejoins the fight next turn! Pass 1D6 • The casualty is badly wounded, and out of the fight due to the serious nature of his/her wounds! The casualty cannot move without being carried or dragged away to a place of safety by his/her buddies! Pass 0D6 • The character is dead.
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m2miniature motorsport - lesitedenikko 

Games. Please don't host these rules elsewhere. Send your friends to the source - our ... Not to mention how well they stay in place on slopes... Think of them as ...
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Attributes Abilities Advantages 

Fellowship/Household: Master/Leige Lord: Societies/Guilds: Sain Day: Merits & Flaws ... Societies: Appearance. Visuals. Oath Bonds Chart. Character Sketch. TM.
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Dead walk Again - lesitedenikko 

When we display the DwA on gaming conventions we use cards to identify the different models for the player in order to get them going. The cards also contain ...
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Dead walk Again - lesitedenikko 

Page 1 ... They are a little easier to resize. Suggestion: use card pro- tectors instead of printing or gluing them on thicker paper. If you have any questions or ...
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Rebel Minis Presents Chain Reaction 3.0 - lesitedenikko 

THE SCOURGE â€“ASUPPLEMENT FOR CHAIN REACTION 3.0 ... The Scourge has the following Attributes. ... They will only take the following reactions and are ...
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Attributes Abilities Advantages 

Maneuver Roll. Diff Damage. Bite. Dex+Brawl 5. Based on Form. Body Tackle Dex+Brawl 7. Special/B. Claw. Dex+Brawl 6. Strength+1/A. Grapple. Dex+Brawl 6.
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Attributes Abilities Advantages 

Mentor. Past Life. Umbral Glade. Possessions. Experience. Umbral Glade. TOTAL:______. Gained From: TOTAL SPENT:______. Spent On: Size: Location: ...
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Attributes Abilities Advantages 

Notoriety. Memoriam. Status. Status. Page 4. Conduit Description. Fetters. Experience. Merits & Flaws. Merit. Type. Cost. Flaw. Type Bonus. OOOOO. OOOOO.
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Heroic level Advancement Traits Derived attributes Attributes Skills 

Completed a challenge. 2-4 d12 + d4. Personal goal. 3-5 d12 + d6. Crew goal. 4-6 d12 + d8. Circumstances. Advancement points d12 + d10. End of scenario.
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Dead walk Again 2.05 - lesitedenikko 

Dead walk Again is a simple skirmish action miniatures game where a few ...... declares a target and each figure 5cm besides it (on the right, left or behind it) will ...
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Attributes Abilities Advantages 

Maneuver Roll. Diff Damage. Bite. Dex+Brawl 5. Strength+1â€ . Body Slam Dex+Brawl 7. Special. Claw. Dex+Brawl 6. Strengthâ€ . Grapple. Dex+Brawl 6. Strength.
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Advantages Abilities Attributes 

Expanded Background. Allies. Mentor. Resources. Kinfolk. Contacts. Possessions. Sylie. Location: Description: Gear (Carried). Equipment (Owned). Experience.
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An Intro to Two Hour Wargames - lesitedenikko 

Capone you want to download this intro because the mechanics ..... Example â€“ Guido and Billy are â€œbeatingâ€� on ... Example â€“ Guido is in the middle of the street.
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Criteria interactions across visual attributes 

On the other hand, it connects to our previous account of judgmental interfer- ..... slopes, intercepts and correlation coefficients are given in the insets). ... Dashed and solid straight lines are linear regressions fitted to the Single and Dual da
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4C System Weapons & Gear - lesitedenikko 

If the result is black the grenade fails to disrupt the affected character's Magic .... NA. Manufacturer: Widow's Weave Ltd. ... Spider's Nest Quarterly #19. Current.
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Attributes Abilities Advantages 

Maneuver Roll. Diff Damage. Bite. Dex+Brawl 5. Strength+1†. Body Slam Dex+Brawl 7. Special. Claw. Dex+Brawl 6. Strength+2†. Grapple. Dex+Brawl 6.
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ATTRIBUTES ABILITIES ADVANTAGES 

Conscience/Conviction. MERITS/FLAWS. HUMANITY/PATH. HEALTH. WILLPOWER. BLOODPOOL. WEAKNESS. OOOOO. OOOOO. OOOOO. OOOOO. OOOOO.
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Attributes Abilities Advantages oooooooooo oooooooooo 

Name: Player: Chronicle: Attributes: 7/5/3 Abilities:13/9/5 Disciplines:3 Backgrounds:5 Virtues:7 Freebie Points:15 (7/5/2/1). Double Damage from Sunlight.
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Attributes Abilities Advantages oooooooooo oooooooooo 

Conscience/Callousness_. Self-Control/Instincts_. Courage/Morale. Other Traits. Humanity/Path. Health. Bruised. Hurt. | -1. Willpower. Injured -1. Wounded -2.
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resident evil: apocalypse â€“ the game - lesitedenikko 

movement. Human Attacks. 1. May only be made in the front 180Â°arc. 2. Ranged attacks hit first target in front (friendly or not). 3. Roll d6 on the following table, ...
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Advanced Rules: Encumbered v. 0.1 - lesitedenikko 

less able to climb buildings. Finally, some players prefer to field models with fewer weapons for aesthetical reasons. These players are now given a sensible.
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attributes abilities advantages - Weirdness Central 

SKILLS. KNOWLEDGES. Animal Ken______________. Crafts___________________. Drive___________________. Etiquette_________________.
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Attributes Abilities Advantages - RPG Sheets 

Chimerical Items. Treasures. Chimerical Companions. Freeholds. Location. Description. Possessions. Contacts. Dreamers. Vassals. Holdings. Mentor. Retinue ...
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Geodesic attributes thinnings and thickenings - Vincent Morard 

1820. 1.56. 6 Results. The new operators have been applied to real images in the framework of our project. Here, the geodesic attribute thinnings are used to ...
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